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Abstract

This study was carried out to improve active learning through 
students’ PowerPoint presentations on report text speaking skill 
in the third grade students of  class 9A of  SMP N 1 Bandungan 
2014/2015 academic year. The method used in this study was Class-
room Action Research (CAR) which consists of  planning, acting, 
observing, and reflecting. The study was carried out in two cycles. 
Each cycle consisted of  one meeting 200 minutes (block schedule). 
The data of  this study was gathered through: (1) Student’ presenta-
tions, (2) observations, and (3) students consultation. The result of  
the study showed that there was improvement of  active learning in 
the teaching and learning process of  class 9A; 100% was active in 
group work, 100% was active in consulting their difficulties with the 
teacher, 79.2% was active in finding resources of  report text mate-
rial, 87.5% was active in asking questions and 90% was active in 
answering questions. From the last two indicators can be seen that 
there is improvement of  the active learning of  students’speaking 
skill in asking and answering questions. In conclusion active learn-
ing through students’ PowerPoint presentations could increase the 
active teaching and learning process of  class 9A, especially on their 
report text speaking skill.

Key words: active learning, student PowerPoint presentations, re-
port text, speaking skill
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Introduction
The 2006 Curriculum states the objectives of  English instruc-

tion in junior and senior high schools are as follows (translated from 
Indonesian in Depdiknas, 2006) are (1) Developing communicative 
competence in spoken and written English which comprises listen-
ing, speaking, reading, and writing, (2) Raising awareness regarding 
the nature and importance of  English as a foreign language and as 
a major means for learning, and (3) Developing understanding of  
the interrelation of  language and culture as well as cross-cultural 
understanding.

When I taught class 9A about Report text in semester 1, I 
found some problems.  When I explained a topic about report text, 
they sat and listened quietly. No one spoke. I thought that it was a 
good condition; they listened and paid attention to the lesson care-
fully. However, when I asked them whether they understood the les-
son or not, most of  them also just kept silent. Only 3 to 5 students 
answered. When I gave them a task, they started to whisper each 
other. It seemed that some students did not really understand what 
I explained. Although some of  them could do the task well, they did 
not want to present their results in front of  class. 

I realize learning report text is a little bit difficult and more 
complicated than the previous four texts that the students have 
learned before; descriptive, recount, narrative and procedure. Re-
port text needs much knowledge and uses many scientific words. 
Many of  the words are new for them. They have to spend their time 
more to look for the words in dictionaries, unless they can guess the 
meaning of  the words or they have already known about the topic. 
Considering these conditions, I tried to teach this topic by using 
students’ PowerPoint presentations.

Why did I choose presentation to improve active learning in my 
class? Chivers stated that presentations offer variety and challenges 
that contrast with regular delivery by an academic lecturer. Students 
can sometimes be more willing to learn from the poor and good 
performances of  their peers than from their tutors. Presentations 
can also be used as an effective form of  peer learning. By taking 
responsibility for preparing and delivering a presentation, students 
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take an active role in the process of  their learning. Presentations 
offer opportunities for developing skills and knowledge together. 
This process can strengthen learning and enthusiasm for further 
knowledge. Students’ presentations usually involve an individual or 
group of  students presenting to academic staff, student peers or 
other invited audiences. In this research, I focused on the purpose 
of  teaching and learning presentation. Chivers (2007) said that the 
content of  this presentation is usually focused on a topic area rel-
evant to a course or module being studied. This may involve new 
research and knowledge that extends how the topic has previously 
been taught by the teachers. It may also involve ‘repackaging’ knowl-
edge already covered or further exploration of  the topic by look-
ing at different perspectives. Sometimes, these types of  students’ 
presentations are used to explore areas of  a curriculum in greater 
detail than has been covered in lectures. This helps the presenters 
to develop deeper knowledge and the audience to broaden their 
understanding of  the topic

Background Literature
Different teaching and learning methods relating to active 

learning have been the subjects of  many research studies. The pur-
pose is to find which types are the most beneficial for students.  
Mayers and Jones (1993) stated that Active learning involves provid-
ing opportunities for students to meaningfully talk and listen, write, 
read, and reflect on the content, ideas, issues, and concerns of  an 
academic subject. 

Furthermore, Bonwell noted that there are some major char-
acteristics associated with active learning strategies, they include;(1) 
Students are involved in more than passive listening.(2) Students 
are engaged in activities (e.g., reading, discussing, writing).(3) There 
is less emphasis placed on information transmission and greater 
emphasis placed on developing student skills. (4). There is great-
er emphasis placed on the exploration of  attitudes and values.(5). 
Students’ motivation is increased (especially for adult learners). (6) 
Students can receive immediate feedback from their instructor. (7) 
Students are involved in higher order thinking (analysis, synthesis, 
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evaluation). Bonwell and Edison also said that active learning in-
structional strategies can be (1)  completed by students either in-
class or out-of-class, (2) done by students working either as indi-
viduals or in group, and (3) done either with or without the use of  
technology tools . In this study I have conducted five limitations of  
students being active in the teaching and learning process. Those 
were students were active in a groupwork, in finding resources of  
their presentations, in consulting their presentations, active in asking 
and answering questions

For the students’ presentation media, I chose to use multime-
dia PowerPoint presentation, Mayer (2009) asserted that multimedia 
presentation offers many possibilities to facilitate knowledge con-
struction. Likewise, Verhoeven and Perfetti (2008) suggested that 
researchers had to examine how students learn from multimedia 
text, especially now that ICT is progressively being integrated into 
the school curriculum. 

ICT is progressively being integrated into school curriculum. 
Teachers and students have opportunities in exploring all the infor-
mation they need easily, of  course, teachers must guide the students 
to do this.  According to the National Council for Accredita-
tion of  Teacher Education (NCATE, 1997), the current issues are 
not about using technology in education or ignoring it, but it is 
about how to employ this technology in the teaching and learning 
process in a proper way (NCATE), 1997). The fact that the use of  
technology has become a reality cannot be ignored (Guemide & 
Benachaiba, 2012). 

According to Bashir, Marriam,et.al (2011) speaking is produc-
tive skill in the oral mode. It is like the other skills, is more compli-
cated than it seems at first and involves more than just pronouncing 
words. Interactive speaking situations include face-to-face conversa-
tions and telephone calls, in which we are alternately listening and 
speaking, and in which we have a chance to ask for clarification, 
repetition, or slower speech from our conversation partner. Some 
speaking situations are partially interactive, such as when giving a 
speech to a live audience, where the convention is that the audi-
ence does not interrupt the speech. The speaker nevertheless can 
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see the audience and judge from the expressions on their faces and 
body language whether or not he or she is being understood. Some 
few speaking situations may be totally non-interactive, such as when 
recording a speech for a radio broadcast. They added that speaking 
involves three areas of  knowledge: (1) Mechanics (pronunciation, 
fluency, grammar and diction): Using the right words in the right 
order with the correct pronunciation. (2) Functions (transaction and 
interaction): Knowing when clarity of  message is essential (transac-
tion/information exchange) and when precise understanding is not 
required (interaction/relationship building) (3) Social and cultural 
rules and norms (turn-taking, rate of  speech, length of  pauses be-
tween speakers, relative roles of  participants): Understanding how 
to take into account who is speaking to whom, in what circum-
stances, about what, and for what reason.

Report text is a text which presents information about some-
thing, as it is and as a result of  systematic observation and analy-
sis.There are some social functions of  report text stated by some 
experts. According to Hardy and Klarweim (1990) report was to 
inform, Derewianka (1990) said that report text was to  document, 
organize and store factual information on a topic … classify and de-
scribe the phenomena of  our world … about a whole class of  things 
… [not about] one specific thing … about living things like plants 
and animals, and non-living things like phones, bikes, or oceans, and 
Gerot danWignell  (1994) said that report text was to describe the 
way things are, with reference to a range of  natural, man-made and 
social phenomena in our environment.

Methods
The study was designed to seek the answer of  the question 

“how can active learning through student PowerPoint presentations 
can improve the active teaching and learning process on report text 
speaking skill of  class 9A?”The Variables of  the Study were Inde-
pendent variable; the learning process by using student PowerPoint 
presentations and Dependent variable; the improvement of  active 
learning on Report text.The Instruments of  the study were obser-
vation, student ‘PowerPoint presentations and students’ consulta-
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tionThe technique of  data analysis used in this study was descrip-
tive percentage analysis. In the analysis, I described the percentage 
improvement of  active learning through students’ presentations on 
Report text. The data got from observation are analyzed by making 
a table of  the data from observation sheet and analyzing the data 
using descriptive percentage (DP).

Finding
1. Findings of  the First Cycle

Unwanted I arranged three activities in this cycle; the pre-pre-
sentation, presentation and post presentation activities. For pre-pre-
sentation activities, there were three sessions that I and the observ-
ers observed in this stage. They were how students were active in 
the group work, how they were active in consulting their topic and 
the last was how they were active in finding resources. 

I made certain conditions to make every member of  the group 
active in their group work. To avoid the free-rider I always asked all 
the members of  the group came to me if  the group wanted to have 
consultation. Then I asked the group to present their presentation 
take in turns. Every member must have a chance to do presenta-
tion. By doing this I and the observers made the students involved 
actively in the group work.  From table 1. It can be seen that all the 
groups were being active in the group work got score 4, and they 
were active in consulting their topic got score 3. They all came to 
me to have consultation. They helped each other in the group per-
formance.

To maximize the activities of  having consultation, I always said 
that a group must consulate their chosen topic before they made 
PowerPoint presentation. It was done to avoid failures. In this activ-
ity, I found that two groups have chosen the wrong titles. I asked 
them to choose topics of  report text, but they chose topics of  de-
scriptive text. The topics were Rafflesia Arnoldi and Eiffel Tower. 
From this situation I realized that the two groups were still confused 
in making difference between descriptive text and report text. After 
receiving teacher’s explanation finally the groups have understood 
the difference between descriptive and report text. They tried to 
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find new topics and finally they came to me with correct ones. They 
chose Guava and Dolphin. I also found that all of  the groups came 
to me to have consultation in checking their grammar, spelling and 
what to say in the beginning of  their presentation. For grammar and 
spelling I told them to use the menu of  their notebooks in check-
ing grammar and spelling and for opening their presentation I gave 
them simple notes how to start their presentation. The next finding 
in this session was that all groups came to consult their questions 
and answers. Some groups had made a set of  questions and answers 
and others had not finished yet. These groups said that they had dif-
ficulties in arranging their questions. 

Report text is like scientific text. We cannot make or arrange 
this text without any resources or knowledge related to the text. 
This condition forced students to find resources before they started 
to write this text. The observers and I found that all of  the groups 
found the resources from the internet. I realized this because it was 
easier to find information from the internet than from other re-
sources. Moreover, our library is lack of  book collections. Table 1 
shows that the group got score 1, if  they had 1 resource and got 
score 2 if  they had 2 resources. There were four groups which had 
one resource, and four groups had two resources. I suggested to all 
groups to find resources in English. However there was one group 
which got Indonesian resource. That was the bicycle group. This 
condition made the group difficult to translate in English. When 
they translated by using Google Translate, the result was not good. 
Finally they translated the text by using their own dictionaries with 
the help of  the teacher. 

The first presentation activities were done on 20th September 
2014. Two groups had the first chance to present their topic. They 
were Ginger group and Train group.There were four sessions in 
these activities, they were presentation time, difficult words time, 
free questions time, and answer my questions time.

Ginger group got the first chance to present their topic. In 
the “presentation time” (first session) this group had interesting 
presentations by adding animation and the group’s photos. Every 
member presented one paragraph. There were some unsuitable pro-
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nunciation; some audiences gave direct feedback when they made 
wrong pronunciations. Sometimes they also asked the teacher how 
to pronounce certain words. They made an interesting PowerPoint 
presentation by adding some pictures on their presentation. I con-
sidered their presentation ran well. 

In the “difficult words time” (second session) many audiences 
(more than half  number of  the class) asked the meaning of  the dif-
ficult words. It seemed that those words were new for them. More-
over the audiences did not want to get many problems in doing 
the task from the presenter in the fourth session. They anticipated 
this by asking many difficult words. The presenter could answer the 
words, but they needed 1 to 3 minutes to find the meaning of  one 
word in their notes. It seemed that they were little bit forget about 
the words.

In the “free questions time” (third session), there were about 5 
students raised their hands to ask free questions related to the topic. 
The other students just waited and saw each other. Although I had 
told them to prepare the questions at home, there were only five 
students raised their hands in this session. I was curious to know. 
What happened with this class? After I asked them why they did 
not ask questions, they said that they had prepared the questions at 
home but they were afraid to ask their questions because they felt 
that their questions not in a good order. Some said that they were 
afraid if  their questions were not qualified ones. Finally this group 
just got five questions from the audiences. From the five questions, 
this group could answer 4 questions. In the “answer my question 
time” (fourth session) the audiences answered 10 questions from 
the presenters. This session was done in a group. 

The last activity was post activity or“Peer evaluation time.” In 
this session the presenters had to give scores for the audiences ‘work 
(session 4). It was done out of  school helped by the teacher. The re-
sult of  this session showed that the audiences did not get difficulties 
in answering the Ginger questions. There were some groups that 
made wrong grammatical sentences, and spelling.  These finding will 
be discussed in the next meeting.

The Train group got the second chance to present their topic. 
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In the first session this group also had an interesting presentation 
by adding animations and photos. The members of  the group pre-
sented the topic one by one. It seemed that they had divided the 
group task well. There were some unsuitable pronunciation, some 
audiences gave direct feedback. Like the first group, they also asked 
the teacher how to pronounce certain words. They also had an in-
teresting PowerPoint presentation by adding some pictures related 
to the topic. This group seemed tried to learn how to connect the 
projector to their laptop by themselves. They asked me to guide 
them. They felt very enthusiastic to use this equipment. They said it 
was cool to do that. I saw that they enjoyed this learning. Overall I 
considered their presentation ran well too.

In the “difficult words time”, the situation was almost the same 
with the first group presentation. Many audiences (more than half  
number of  the class) asked the meaning of  the difficult words. The 
presenter could answer the words little bit faster than the previ-
ous group. It seemed that they prepared this session well. All of  
the members had copies of  the presentation material including the 
meaning of  it.

In the “free questions time”, there were only five students ask-
ing free questions, but after I told them not to think their questions 
were good or no, or qualified or no, finally there were about 13 
students raised their hands to ask free questions related to the topic. 
This group had to choose 10 questions. From the ten questions this 
group can only answered 6 questions. The fourth session was “an-
swer my question time”. In this session the audiences answered 10 
questions from the presenters. 

The post-presentation activity was “peer evaluation time”. In 
this session the presenters had to give scores for the audiences’ 
work (session 3). It was done out of  school helped by the teacher. 
Like the previous presentations, the result of  this session showed 
that the audiences did not get difficulties in answering the Ginger 
questions. There were some groups that made wrong grammatical 
sentences, and spelling. 
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Tabel 1. Students’ Activities in the Fisrt Cycle

No
Name 

of  
Group

Score For Being Active in Learning
Active in 

group
Con-

sultasion
Finding 
resourch

Asking 
question

Answering 
question

1 Ginger 4 3 1 1 4
2 Train 4 3 2 5 6
3 Guava 4 3 1 - -
4 Panda 4 3 2 - -
5 Bicycle 4 3 1 - -
6 Fennel 4 3 2 - -
7 Dolphin 4 3 2 - -
8 Bird 4 3 1 - -

Findings of  the Second Cycle
Like the previous cycle, in this stage I made certain conditions 

to make every member of  the group active in their group work. To 
avoid the free-rider I always asked all the members of  the group 
came to me if  the group wanted to have consultation. Then I asked 
the group to present their presentation take in turns. Every member 
must have a chance to do presentation. By doing this the observer 
and I made the students involved actively in the group work. They 
all came to me to have consultation. They helped each other in the 
group performance. Groups which had not presented their topic yet 
came to me to consult their works. It seemed that they did not want 
to repeat the mistakes of  the previous groups. They saw me their 
resources and their PowerPoint presentations. They rearrange their 
set of  questions and asked the meaning of  some words. It seemed 
that every group compete each other, they wanted to be better than 
other groups. A certain group would be angry if  their idea was sto-
len by others; for example in making animations.  Because this was 
the second cycle of  consultation, there were no groups which made 
wrong text. All of  the groups have learned about the difference be-
tween descriptive text and report text.

In this second cycle groups added their resources of  their top-
ics. They argued that they did not want to do the same mistake like 
the previous groups and they also avoid having homework if  they 
could not answer their audiences’ question.

Two groups presented their topic in this second cycle were 
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Guava group and Panda group. In the first session, Guava group 
made an interesting PowerPoint presentation and added the group’s 
photos and some animations on their presentations. There were 
some unsuitable pronunciation; some audiences gave direct feed-
back when they made wrong pronunciations. Sometimes they also 
asked the teacher how to pronounce certain words. I considered 
their presentation ran well. 

In the “difficult words time” (second session), this group was 
ready to answer the difficult words from the audiences. Every mem-
ber had the hard copies of  their presentations. They also had made 
notes of  the difficult words to anticipate their audiences’ questions. 
Many audiences (more than half  number of  the class) asked the 
meaning of  the difficult words. The presenter did not need long 
time to answer the questions.

In the “free questions time” (third session), there were about 
20 students raised their hands to ask free questions related to the 
topic. Most of  them had prepared the questions at home. Even 
some of  them had asked me the grammar of  the questions the day 
before the meeting. Because there were more than 10 questions the 
presenter had to choose 10 questions. From ten questions, there 
were only one question that could not be answered, and it would 
be homework of  the group and there were 6 questions that should 
be corrected grammatically. The presenter, the audiences and the 
teacher did this activity together.  The fourth session was “answer 
my question time”.

 In this session the audiences answer 10 questions from the 
presenters, this session was done individually.

In the post presentation activity or “peer evaluation time” like 
the first cycle the presenters had to give scores for the audiences 
‘work. It was done out of  school helped by the teacher. The result 
of  this session showed that the audiences did not get difficulties in 
answering the Ginger questions. There were some groups that made 
wrong grammatical sentences, and spelling. These findings would be 
discussed in the next meeting.

Panda group got the fourth chance to present their topic. For 
the “Presentation Time” (first session) like the previous present-
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ers, there were some unsuitable pronunciation, some audiences gave 
direct feedback, and they also asked the teacher how to pronounce 
certain words. They also had an interesting PowerPoint presentation 
by adding some pictures and their own photos. This group was bet-
ter in preparation than the former group. They were vey confidence. 
Overall I considered their presentation ran well too.

In the “difficult words time” (second Session) this group had a 
good preparation. They used two notebooks on their presentations; 
one for presenting their topic and the other was used to find other 
information related to the topic. They also brought hard copies of  
their resources; all of  the members had copies of  the presentation 
material including the meaning of  it. They could answer the mean-
ing of  the difficult words easily. They helped each other very well 
in this session. In the “free questions time” (third Session), most 
of  the audiences raised their hands wanted to ask questions.  It was 
about 20 students the presenters were difficult to choose which audi-
ence should get the chance to ask questions. This situation made 
the class really interesting. Audiences raised their hands with stand-
ing and screaming; calling the names of  the presenter because they 
wanted to be chosen by the presenters. Finally ten questions were 
chosen. From those questions this group could answer nine ques-
tions.  The fourth session was “answer my question time”. In this 
session the audiences answer 10 questions from the presenters; this 
session was done individually.

The last activity was post activity or “Peer evaluation time.” 
In this session the presenters had to give scores for the audiences’ 
work. It was done out of  school helped by the teacher. 

Tabel 2. Students’ Activities in the Second Cycle

No
Name Of  

Group

Score For Being Active In Learning
Active in 

group
Con-

sultasion
Finding 
resourch

Asking 
question

Answering 
question

1 Ginger 4 3 2 2 4
2 Train 4 3 1 5 9
3 Guava 4 3 3 7 9
4 Panda 4 3 4 7 9
5 Bicycle 4 3 3 - -
6 Fennel 4 3 4 - -
7 Dolphin 4 3 3 - -
8 Bird 4 3 2 - -
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The recapitulation data of  the preliminary study, the first and 
the second cycle can be seen in the table 3.

Table 3.The Recapitulation Data of  The Preliminary 
Study, The First and The SecondCycle

No Students’ activities The prelimi-
nary study

1st 
Cycle

2nd 
Cycle

1 Students are active in their group 
work. - 100% 100%

2 Students are active in finding re-
sources of  their presentation. - 37% 79%

3 Students are active in consulting their 
difficulties - 100% 100%

4 Students are active in asking ques-
tions. 25% 32% 87%

5 Students are active in answering ques-
tions. 25% 61% 90%

Discussion
The students’ PowerPoint presentations in this first cycle could 

be said interesting. They added their own photos and added fun-
ny animations in their presentation. This made audiences laughed 
when they saw their friends’ photos. They said that they wanted 
to do the same thing, adding their photos in their presentations. I 
was very happy and surprised to know how my students’ enthusi-
asm in making their PowerPoint presentations and how they learned 
much using ICT in this learning. Students were proud to use laptops 
and projector in the learning process. When I prepared the equip-
ments for them they paid attention carefully and sometimes asked 
me about the use of  the equipment. It seemed that the audiences 
learned carefully when their friends (presenters) presented their 
topic. They learned the poorness and the goodness of  the previ-
ous presenters. The activities of  students in asking and answering 
questions in this cycle was still low because students were afraid 
to ask questions, they felt unconfident with their English and their 
questions, they were afraid if  it will made other students laugh. But 
they almost had no problems in answering the presenters’ set of  
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questions because they had asked the meaning of  the difficult words 
before. In this cycle, Presenters needed a little bit long time to find 
the meaning of  the difficult words because every member of  the 
group did not bring the hard copies of  their material. They just 
brought one or two copies for four presenters. Moreover not all 
the members of  the group read the material the night before their 
presentation so that some of  them forgot about the words. They 
also could only answer a few of  free questions from the audiences 
because they did not bring their resources of  their material, and they 
also just had one or two resources. Sometimes there were some de-
bates between the presenters and the audiences at the free questions 
session, answer my questions sessions and the peer evaluation ses-
sion. However, it is the positive debate to get a deeper knowledge.

After doing reflection from the finding of  the first cycle, I made 
some improvements. First,  I gave support to my students to ask 
questions and lost their unconfident by letting them ask questions 
in English as far as they could do. The presenters would type the 
questions on their new PowerPoint slides and corrected the gram-
mar, spelling and the diction of  the questions classically. Second, 
Presenters must have hard copies for every member of  their groups. 
Third, Every member of  the presenters must read their material the 
night before their presentation day. Fourth, Groups must add their 
resources of  their topic so that they could answer the free questions 
from the audiences. Fifth, to make point 2, 3 and 4 above worked 
well, I would tell my students that if  the presenter  could not answer 
the audiences ‘questions so the unanswered questions would be the 
homework of  the group and must be presented/answered  in the 
following meeting. Sixth, students should have more consultations 
with the teacher to avoid wrong spelling, grammar and dictions, es-
pecially in making a set of  questions and answers.

In the second cycle, generally the class condition in teaching 
and learning process was better than the previous cycle. It could 
be seen from the results of  field notes. There was an increasing 
number of  students who asked questions. Moreover, the present-
ers prepared their presentation well so that they could answer the 
audiences’ questions very well. Students were more active in learn-
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ing process and enjoyed doing presentations. They were also more 
enthusiastic to ask and answer questions. They were very proud to 
use notebooks or laptops in the teaching and learning process, and 
it also improved their abilities in using ICT. Futhermore, they used 
to find and share any information related to the lesson from the in-
ternet, magazines, books, television or other resources and they also 
used to consult their difficulties in learning with their friends and 
the teacher, they did not give up easily when they found unfamiliar 
words or got difficult questions.

Conclusion 
The implementation of  active learning through students’ Pow-

erPoint presentations on Report text in the third grade of  class 
9A of  SMP N 1 Bandungan academic year 2014/2015 can cre-
ate the English active teaching and learning process, especially in 
their speaking skill. It can be proved from the following fact. First, 
the improvement could be seen from the students’ activities in the 
group work. There was 100% improvement in these activities. Sec-
ond the increase of  students’ score of  being active in consulting 
their subject with the teacher. Students have no doubtful to consult 
their difficulties in learning English with the teacher.  In the first 
cycle, the score was 100% of  the class percentages and in the sec-
ond cycle was also100%. Third, students were being active in find-
ing resources. It means that they read more books and learned more 
knowledge. In the first cycle the score of  this session was 37.5% and 
in the second cycle was 79.2%. Fourth, the result of  the field notes 
also showed that students get positive influences from the imple-
mentation of  this technique; especially their speaking skill. They are 
being active in asking and answering questions. They were not afraid 
anymore in asking and answering questions. In the first cycle, score 
for students was being active in asking question was 32.5%, and for 
the second cycle was 87.5%. Score for students was being active in 
answering questions in the first cycle was 61.3% and the second 
cycle was 90%. I suggest that this technique can also be applied in 
other subjects. Teachers just need to improve or to add some more 
ideas that suitable for their students and their subjects.
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